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From the Director’s Desk
By Library Director, Abby Edwardson

My name is Abby Edwardson and I began
working at the library in 2015. I started
working at the library as the Outreach
Librarian and was promoted to the
Circulation Manager. I have been going to
school online at night full time while working
full time to attain my Masters in Library and
Information Science degree. I will graduate
the first part of May from the University of
Southern Mississippi. I started working as
the Library Director on April 1st. It is an
honor to be the Library Director and I want
you to know that I will work hard to be a
great Library Director. I will continue to
advocate for literacy and technological skills
for all people. I am open to your thoughts,
suggestions, and feedback about the library.
It is also important to remember the benefits
of having a library card: access to physical
books, the ability to download eBooks, and
the ease of access to over 70 high quality
educational databases for free, plus so much
more. If your library card has expired or you
do not currently have a library card, now is
the time to stop by the library and get a card.
We would love to meet you.

Series Spotlight
By Library Cataloger, Lisa Pfeiffer

I’ve chosen author Ann Charles for this
month’s “Series Spotlight”. She did a book
signing here a few years ago here at Rawlins
Library. It was close to my birthday so I
thought she was my present. I got to meet
my favorite author and her family. They are
fun and down to earth family.

Ann writes several series that have some
quirky characters you wish you could meet
and some ghosts you don’t. The “Deadwood
Mystery Series” features a real estate
agent, Violet Parker. Mayhem follows her
EVERYWHERE when selling haunted houses
in Deadwood, SD!
Ann even holds a Deadwood Fan Party in
Deadwood, SD! The 2022 party is Oct. 11-14.
Check her out on Facebook for all the details.

Photo Credit: https://www.amazon.com/Ann-Charles/e/
B004JLYPFW%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share

Below is a list of the
Deadwood books in order:
1. Nearly Departed in Deadwood (2011)
2. Optical Delusions in Deadwood (2011)
3. Dead Case in Deadwood (2012)
4. Better Off Dead in Deadwood (2013)
5. An Ex to Grind in Deadwood (2014)
6. Meanwhile, Back in Deadwood (2015)
7. A Wild Fright in Deadwood (2016)
8. Rattling the Heat in Deadwood (2017)
9. Gone Haunting in Deadwood (2018)
10. Don't Let it Snow in Deadwood (2018)
11. Devil Days in Deadwood (2020)
12. Never Say Sever in Deadwood (2021)
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Smile
Beach Murder

Alicia Bessette
When Callie is laid off
from her reporting
job, she returns to her
hometown of Cattail Island and
lands a gig at the local
bookstore—the same one where
she found comfort after her
mother died. Years ago, Teri
Padget tumbled from the top of
the lighthouse. As islanders are
once again gossiping about the
tragedy, devastating news
strikes. The lighthouse has
claimed another victim: Eva
Meeks. The police are calling it
suicide, but Callie does not believe it. In Callie’s search for
answers, she enlists the help of
some beloved books and several
new friends. But when another
death rocks Cattail Island, Callie
must face her fears alone.

PHOTO CREDIT: https://pixabay.com/photos/seedling-gardening-greenhouse-5009289/

Phasers on Stun!

Ryan Britt
Featuring over 100
exclusive interviews
with actors and writers across all the generations,
Ryan Britt gets the inside story
on all things Trek, like Spock’s
evolution from red devil to the
personification of logical empathy, the near failure to launch
The Next Generation in 1987,
and how Trekkie outrage has
threatened to destroy the franchise more than once. The book
also dives deep with creators
like Michael Chabon and Nicholas Meyer. These interviews extend to the bleeding edge of
contemporary Star Trek, from
Discovery to Picard to Lower
Decks, and even the upcoming
highly anticipated 2022 series,
Strange New
Worlds.

American Sign
Language

Suzie Chafin
The clear layout,
succinct information, and topic-specific sign
language partnered with highquality photos enable quick
learning. By a "bilingual" author
whose parents were both deaf,
and photographed by a design
professor at the leading deaf
university, Gallaudet, it covers all
the basic building blocks of communication. It does so with a
view to each reader's reason for
learning, whether teaching a
toddler basic signs or communicating with a deaf coworker.
Readers will come away with a
usable knowledge base rather
than a collection of signs with
limited use.

Life on the
Mississippi

Rinker Buck
Buck chronicles his
latest grand adventure: building an authentic wooden flatboat from the bygone
flatboat era of the early 1800s
and journeying down the Mississippi River to New Orleans. A
modern-day Huck Finn, Buck
casts off down the river accompanied by an eccentric crew of
daring shipmates. Over the
course of his voyage, Buck
steers his fragile wooden craft
through narrow channels dominated by massive cargo barges,
rescues his first mate gone overboard, sails blindly through fog,
clashes with overzealous period
reenactors, and much more. In
addition, he charts his own geographical and emotional journey
while also delivering a richly
satisfying work of history that
brings to life a lost era.

Our Last Days in
Barcelona

Chanel Cleeton
Barcelona, 1964.
Exiled from Cuba after
the revolution, Isabel Perez has
learned to guard her heart and
protect her family at all costs.
After Isabel’s sister Beatriz disappears in Barcelona, Isabel
goes to Spain in search of her.
Barcelona, 1936. Alicia Perez
arrives in Barcelona after a difficult voyage from Cuba, her marriage in jeopardy and her young
daughter Isabel in tow. When
Cubans journey to Spain to join
the International Brigades, Alicia’s past comes back to haunt
her as she is unexpectedly reunited with the man who once
held her heart. Alicia and Isabel’s lives intertwine and are
forced to choose between their
family’s expectations and following their hearts.

Finding Me

Viola Davis
In my book, you will
meet a little girl
named Viola who ran
from her past until she made a
life-changing decision to stop
running forever. This is my story,
from a crumbling apartment in
Central Falls, RI, to the stage in
New York City, and beyond. This
is the path I took to finding my
purpose but also my voice in a
world that didn’t always see me.
For anyone who needs reminding that a life worth living can
only be born from radical honesty and the courage to shed facades and be . . . you. Finding
Me is a deep reflection, a promise, and a love letter of sorts to
self. My hope is that my story will
inspire you to light up your own
life with creative expression and
rediscover who you were before
the world put a label on you.

Rebels at Sea

Eric Dolin
The heroic story of the
founding of the U.S.
Navy during the Revolution has been told many
times, yet largely missing from

maritime histories of America’s
first war is the ragtag fleet of
private vessels that truly revealed the new nation’s character. Privateers were privately
owned vessels, mostly refitted
merchant ships, that were granted permission by the new government to seize British merchantmen and men of war. Nearly 2,000 set sail over the course
of the war, with tens of thousands of Americans serving on
them and capturing some 1,800
British ships. Bristling with cannons, swivel guns, muskets, and
pikes, they tormented their foes
on the broad Atlantic and in bays
and harbors on both sides of the
ocean.

Double Shot Death

Emmeline Duncan
At Campathon, an
annual eco-friendly
festival held on a farm
outside of Portland, Sage has
scored a coveted place for her
Ground Rules coffee cart thanks
to her new-ish boyfriend, Bax,
who’s friendly with Maya, one of
the musicians performing. The
festivities begin with a stream of
customers, friends, and acquaintances stopping by for
Ground Rules’ world-class
blends. But there are tensions
between Maya and her former
bandmates, who are on the cusp
of making it big, and with Ian,
the band’s manager. When Sage
stumbles upon Ian’s dead body
in the nearby woods—his hand
still clutching one of her coffee
mugs—it’s clear that someone’s
grudge boiled over into murder.

The Creative
Gardener

Adam Frost
Taking an artisan’s
approach to his own
garden, Adam emphasizes how
you too can find inspiration and
turn it into a garden feature.
Learn how to personalize your
ideas, using what you already
have, and upcycling. There’s
something to suit everyone’s
taste, space, and budget. Each
project starts with Adam's inspiration, and then walks the read-
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er through how he created the
end product with clear step-bystep photography and instructions. With a little work and a
dash of imagination, you can
create something truly personal
in the garden and create the
atmosphere you want.

Back
to the Prairie

Melissa Gilbert
Known for her childhood role as Laura
Ingalls Wilder on the classic NBC
show Little House on the Prairie,
Melissa Gilbert has spent nearly
her entire life in Hollywood.
When her husband introduces
her to the wilds of rural Michigan, Melissa begins to fall back
in love with nature. And when
work takes them to New York,
they find a rustic cottage in the
Catskill Mountains to call home.
When the pandemic descends
on the world, it further nudges
Melissa out of the spotlight and
into the woods. She trades Botox
treatments for DIY projects, power lunching for gardening and
raising chickens, and soon her
life is rediscovered anew in her
own little house in the Catskills.

By the Book

Jasmine Guillory
Isabelle is completely
lost. When she first
began her career in
publishing after college, she did
not expect to be twenty-five, still
living at home, and one of the
few Black employees at her publishing house. So when she overhears her boss complaining
about a beastly high-profile author who has failed to deliver his
long-awaited manuscript, Isabelle sees an opportunity to
finally get the promotion she
deserves. All she has to do is go
to the author’s Santa Barbara
mansion and give him a pep talk
or three. How hard could it be?
Beau Towers is jaded and withdrawn and―it turns out―just as
lost as Izzy. But despite his
standoffishness, Izzy needs
Beau to deliver, and with her
encouragement, his story begins
to spill onto the page. They soon
discover they have more in common than either of them expected.

Storm Rising

Chris Hauty
When former White
House intern turned
intelligence operative
Hayley Chill is convinced to pursue the truth about her father’s
mysterious fate, she stumbles
upon a ciphered document under the floorboards of her father’s house. With permission to
probe deeper, she is led into a
terrifying subculture of white
supremacy within the US military. As her investigation intensifies, she uncovers an expansive
conspiracy to bring about the
secession of several states from
the country. It’s up to Hayley to
stop a second Civil War before it
starts, while also confronting the
truth about her own father’s role
in this harrowing chapter of
American history.

Find Him

Jake Hinkson
Up until now, 18-yearold Lily Stevens has
always been the perfect daughter of a Pentecostal
preacher, but her insular Arkansas congregation is scandalized
when Lily announces she’s pregnant with the baby of Peter
Cutchin, a young man in the
church. When Peter disappears
before they can get married,
Lily’s life is thrown into even
greater turmoil. Help comes in
the unlikely form of Allan Woodson, an uncle that her family will
not acknowledge but a man who
may know where to begin looking for Peter. Their search will
lead them out of Lily’s safe world
of the church and into the darkest corners of the criminal underworld on the AR/TN border,
where neither Allan nor Lily can
foresee the unsettling secrets
they will uncover.

Into the Forest

Susan Hitchcock
For millennia, trees
have offered renewal and inspiration.
They have provided for humanity
on every level, from spiritual
sanctuary to the raw material for
our homes, books, and food. In
this beautiful and revealing
book, National Geographic combines legendary photography
with cutting-edge science to
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illuminate exactly how trees
influence the life of planet
Earth―from our personal lives to
the weather cycle. Beautifully
illustrated essays tell the stories
of the world’s most remarkable
trees. You’ll also discover how
an astronaut carried tree seeds
to the moon and back; the reason "microdosing" on tree gas is
a sure way to boost your immune system; and why playing in
the dirt boosts serotonin, the
happiness hormone.

The Good LFE
Cookbook

Krystyna Houser
An estimated 70
million people in the
United States are affected by
SIBO, IBS, or one of the more
than a dozen other diseases
linked to digestive health, and
fully 74% of Americans say they
live with symptoms of digestive
discomfort. Your diet has a significant impact on your digestive
health and personal microbiome. From family favorites to
more elevated dishes, the recipes are a welcome addition to
any kitchen, whether you entertain frequently at home or just
an everyday cook for your family.
Each recipe is accompanied by
comprehensive nutritional information developed with gastroenterologists and dietary experts.

The Mayflower
Bookshop

Eliza Knight
1938: She was one of
the six sparkling Mitford sisters, known for her stinging quips, stylish dress, and
bright green eyes. But Nancy
Mitford’s seemingly dazzling life
was really one of turmoil. With
war imminent, Nancy finds respite by taking a job at the Heywood Hill Bookshop in Mayfair,
hoping to make ends meet, and
discovers a new life. Present
Day: When book curator Lucy St.
Clair lands a gig working at Heywood Hill she can’t get on the
plane fast enough. Doubly exciting: she brings with her a first
edition of Nancy’s work, one with
a somewhat mysterious inscription from the author. Soon, she
discovers her life and Nancy’s
are intertwined, and it all comes
back to the little London
bookshop.

Evening Hero

Marie Myung-Ok Lee
Dr. Yungman Kwak is
in the twilight of his
life. Every day for the
last fifty years, he has brushed
his teeth, slipped on his shoes,
and headed to Horse Breath’s
General Hospital, where, as an
obstetrician, he treats the women and babies of the small rural
Minnesota town he chose to call
home. This was the life he
longed for. The so-called American dream. He immigrated from
Korea after the Korean War,
forced to leave all that he knew
behind. But his life is built on a
lie. And one day, a letter arrives
that threatens to expose it.
Yungman faces a choice—he
must choose to hide his secret
from his family and friends or
confess and potentially lose all
he’s built.

God of Neverland

Gama Ray Martinez
Such is the life of a
now grown-up Michael
Darling. Michael returned from Neverland with the
dream of continuing his adventuring ways by joining the
Knights of the Round, an organization built to keep humanity
safe from magical and mythological threats. But after a mission
gone terribly wrong, he vowed to
leave the Knights behind and
finally live as a “civilian,” finding
order and simplicity as a train
engineer. He hasn’t entered the
narrative in years. So what could
the Knights need from him now?
Maponos—or how he’s better
known, Peter Pan—has gone
missing, and Neverland is now
on the edge of oblivion. Michael
realizes he has no choice and
agrees to one last mission.
Alongside the young Knight
Vanessa and some old friends,
Michael embarks on the ultimate adventure: a journey to a
fantasy world to save a god.

The Perfect
Golden Circle

Benjamin Myers
Summer 1989, rural
England. The tail end
of a long decade of mass unemployment, class war and rebellion, and the continued destruction of the English countryside.
Over the course of a burning hot

TIS’ THE SEASON! Rawlins has a large selection of gardening books.
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summer, Calvert and Redbone
set out nightly in a decrepit camper van to undertake an
extraordinary project. Under
cover of darkness, the two men
traverse the fields of rural England in secret, forming crop circles in elaborate and mysterious
patterns. As the summer wears
on, and their designs grow ever
more ambitious, the two men
find that their work has become
a cult international sensation.
But as harvest-time beckons,
Calvert and Redbone have to
race against time to finish the
most stunning and original crop
circle ever conceived: the Honeycomb Double Helix.

Two Nights
in Lisbon

Chris Pavone
Ariel Pryce wakes up
in Lisbon, alone. Her
husband is gone―no warning, no
note, not answering his phone.
She starts with hotel security,
then the police, then the American embassy, at each confronting questions she can’t fully
answer. What exactly is John
doing in Lisbon? Why would he
drag her along on his business
trip? Who would want to harm
him? And why does Ariel know
so little about her new, much
younger, husband? Ariel is increasingly frustrated and desperate, running out of time, and
the one person in the world who
can help is the one person she
least wants to ask.

The Wedding
Dress Sewing
Circle

Jennifer Ryan
After renowned fashion designer Cressida Westcott
loses both her home and her
design house in the London
Blitz, she has nowhere to go but
the family manor house she fled
decades ago. Her niece, Violet
Westcott, is thrilled that her
famous aunt is coming to stay—
the village has been interminably dull with all the men off
fighting. When Cressida
Westcott appears at the local
Sewing Circle meeting, Grace
asks for her help—but Cressida
has much more to teach the
ladies than just simple sewing
skills. Before long, Cressida’s

FIND YOUR INSPIRATION! Rawlins has books on outdoor living
projects, container gardening, landscaping and more.

spirit and ambition galvanizes
the village group into action, and
they find themselves mending
wedding dresses not only for
local brides, but for brides
across the country.

Hello, Molly!

Molly Shannon
At age four, Molly
Shannon’s world was
shattered when she
lost her mother, baby sister, and
cousin in a car accident with her
father at the wheel. Held together by her tender and complicated relationship with her grieving
father, Molly was raised in a
permissive household where her
gift for improvising and roleplaying blossomed alongside the
fearlessness that would lead her
to become a celebrated actress.
From there, Molly ventured into
the wider world of New York and
Los Angeles show business,
where she created her own opportunities and developed her
daring and empathetic comedy.

Phil

Alan Shipnuck
Phil Mickelson is a
multifaceted character, and all his warring
impulses are on display in these
pages. The author delivers numerous revelations, from the
true scale of Mickelson’s massive gambling losses; to the
inside story of the acrimonious
breakup between Phil and his
longtime caddie, Jim “Bones”
Mackay. But Phil also celebrates
Mickelson’s random acts of
kindness and generosity of spirit, to which friends and strangers
alike can attest. The result is the
juiciest and liveliest golf book in
years—full of heart, humor, and
unexpected turns.

This Time
Tomorrow

Emma Straub
On the eve of her
40th birthday, Alice’s
life isn’t terrible. She’s happy
with her apartment, her romantic status, her independence,
and she adores her lifelong best
friend. But her father is ailing,
and it feels to her as if something is missing. When she
wakes up the next morning she
finds herself back in 1996, reliv-

ing her 16th birthday. But it isn’t
just her adolescent body that
shocks her, or seeing her high
school crush, it’s her dad: the
vital, charming, 40-something
version of her father with whom
she is reunited. Now armed with
a new perspective on her own
life and his, some past events
take on new meaning. Is there
anything that she would change
if she could?

Here Goes
Nothing

Steve Toltz
Angus is a reformed
ne'er-do-well looking
forward to the birth of his first
child when he's murdered by a
man who is in love with his pregnant wife Gracie. Having never
believed in God, heaven or hell,
Angus finds himself in the afterlife, a place that provides more
questions than answers. As a
worldwide pandemic finally
reaches the shores of Australia,
the afterlife starts to get very
crowded and Angus finds a way
to reconnect with his wife Gracie
and maybe even seek revenge
on his murderer…

Succulents

Cassidy Tuttle
With their unique
shapes and striking
colors, succulents
make the most beautiful houseplants. Always popular as an
outdoor plant in warm climates,
succulents have also found popularity as an indoor plant that
requires little maintenance and
is fun to look at. This book includes: Snapshots of 100 of the
most popular varieties of succulent plants; Everything needed to
select, pair, pot, and care for
succulent plants; Tips on successfully propagating new succulents from existing plants; and
an index of succulents by color
and height that gives readers
another tool for selecting the
succulents that will look best.

The Lost
Summers
of Newport

Beatriz Williams
2019: Andie Figuero
has just landed her dream job as
a producer of Mansion Makeo-

ver. Andie has high hopes for her
latest project: the once glorious
but gently crumbling Sprague
Hall in Newport, RI. But Andie
runs into trouble: the reclusive
heiress, Lucia “Lucky” Sprague,
will only allow the show to go
forward on two conditions: One,
nobody speaks to her. Two, nobody touches the mansion’s
ruined boathouse. 1899: Ellen
Daniels has been hired to give
singing lessons to Miss Maybelle
Sprague, a naive young Colorado
mining heiress. But the deceptively demure Ellen has her own
checkered past, and she’s hiding in plain sight at Sprague Hall.
1958: Lucia “Lucky” Sprague
has always felt like an outsider
at Sprague Hall but found a
place for herself among the
yachting set. But one fateful
night in the mansion’s old boathouse will uncover a devastating
truth...and change everything
she thought she knew about her
past.

The Texas Job

Reavis Wortham
Texas Ranger Tom
Bell is simply tracking
a fugitive killer in
1931 when he rides into Kilgore,
a hastily erected shanty town
crawling with rough and desperate men―oil drillers who've
come by the thousands in
search of work. The sheriff of the
boomtown is overwhelmed and
offers no help, nor are any of the
roughnecks inclined to assist the
young Ranger in his search for
the wanted man. In fact, it soon
becomes apparent that the lawman's presence has irritated the
wrong people, and when two
failed attempts are made on his
life, Bell knows he's getting closer to finding out who is responsible for cheating and murdering
local landowners to access the
rich oil fields flowing beneath
their farms.

Cover art and book summaries
provided by the Publisher.
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Take Your Breath Away
By Linwood Barclay
Hope and Glory
By Jendella Benson
The Caretakers
By Amanda Bestor-siegal

The Lioness
By Chris Bohjalian
Countdown to Midnight
By Dale Brown
Blood Will Tell
By Heather Chavez
Death by
Chocolate Chip Cupcake
By Sarah Graves
Sea Glass Cottage
By Irene Hannon
The Wedding Veil

By Kristy Woodson Harvey

Did you know
Rawlins has an
on-going book sale?
Browse Rawlins’ Large Print Collection
for these new titles and many more!

A Light
Beyond the Trenches
By Alan Hlad
The Baxters
By Karen Kingsbury
Last Duke Standing
By Julia London
The Murder Rule
By Dervla McTiernan
Murder at
Wedgefield Manor
By Erica Ruth Neubauer

The Wise Women
By Gina Sorell
Operation Joktan
By Amir Tsarfati
The Lost
Summers of Newport
By Beatriz Williams

Our on-going book sale
is located by the large
print and teen area.
Currently, you’ll find
a variety of books for
adults and a sampling
of DVDs and
books for kids.

New items are added
daily and it’s only
a suggested
donation of $3 a bag!

The Book Woman’s
Daughter
By Kim Richardson
The Wedding
Dress Sewing Circle
By Jennifer Ryan
Love in the
Time of Bertie

By Alexander McCall Smith

Look for these
and many more
arriving in May.

COMING
SOON TO...
PHOTO CREDIT: TV CLIP ART http://clipart-library.com/tv-cliparts.html

The Conflict in
Ukraine

Noon, Monday, May 2
Rawlins Municipal Library
1000 E. Church St., Pierre

Pierre resident and native Ukrainian
Nataliya Rezac will tell what it is like for
her family and friends living in war torn
Ukraine and how people can help the
people of Ukraine.
People are welcome to bring a brown-bag lunch.

Free! Everyone Welcome!

Rapid City Flood
50th Anniversary
Guest speaker Don Barnett
1:30 p.m. Sunday, May 22
Rawlins Municipal Library
1000 E. Church St., Pierre

Don Barnett was
the mayor of Rapid
City when the June
1972 flood claimed
more than 230 lives
and injured more
than 3,000.
Barnett’s memoir “Thorns and
Roses” tells about the flood
and other events during his
tenure as mayor.

